Schizophrenic (n « 24) and manic (n = 20) inpatients were compared with a normal comparison sample (n ™ 10) on memory and encoding performance for both self-and othergenerated speech. It was found that the level of encoding, as indexed by the level of organization present in the recalled speech, predicted memory performance for both schizophrenic and normal samples. Schizophrenics were less effective at encoding than normals, although the relationship between level of encoding and memory performance was similar for both samples. For the manic patients, however, clinically rated thought disorder predicted memory performance better than encoding performance. It appeared that thought disorder specifically disrupted recall performance, with less of an effect on encoding. These relationships, as well as the lack of a significant relationship between thought disorder and task performance in the schizophrenics, are discussed in terms of their implications for later research in the area of information processing in psychotic patients.
Much recent research has focused on the issue of information processing in psychosis. Specifically, it has been suggested that schizophrenics have difficulties in controlled information processing, especially the active encoding of information (Koh, Kayton, and Berry 1973; Koh, Kayton, and Peterson 1976) . For example, it has been demonstrated that schizophrenics, relative to nonschizophrenic psychiatric patients and normals, ineffectively use embedded semantic characteristics in word lists to facilitate recall performance (Koh, Kayton, and Berry 1973) . Other data indicate that this deficit is not due to some sort of complete inability to use encoding devices but rather to some other factors. Successful encoding can be induced in schizophrenics (Koh, Kayton, and Peterson 1976) , and when this is done, schizophrenic recall performance has been found to improve significantly. The induction of appropriate incidental encoding does take more trials to reach criterion for schizophrenics than for normals. These data also cannot answer whether schizophrenics' deficits are in the recognition of situations that are appropriate for the application of strategies or if consciously applied strategies are simply ineffective in a single trial format. The data from the studies by Koh and colleagues do indicate, however, that schizophrenics have no permanent or irreversible inability to use encoding strategies.
There are several shortcomings in the preceding studies. First, the investigators assessed nonpsychotic schizophrenics identified with diagnostic criteria that are not consistent with current DSM-III criteria (American Psychiatric Association 1980). Second, those investigators assessed memory for word lists only and not for speech. As noted by Rochester and Martin (1979) , the further the laboratory analog of real-world performance deviates from the criterion of interest (i.e., clinical state variables), the less suitable the data are for making statements about those variables. Finally, those earlier investigators did not correlate behavioral referents of schizophrenia with the results of laboratory testing. As indicated elsewhere (e.g., Harvey and Neale 1983; Neale, Oltmanns, VOL 12, NO. 2, 1986 253 and Harvey 1985) , few statements can be made about the relationships of laboratory tasks to "real world" clinical phenomena without using a design that correlates the variables.
In this report, we present an investigation that was oriented toward replicating and improving upon the studies by Koh and colleagues. In our investigation, we used samples of currently psychotic manic and schizophrenic inpatients diagnosed with DSM-1I1 criteria, along with a normal comparison sample. All subjects were tested on memory for self-generated and other-generated speech samples. Analogous to the Koh, Kayton, and Berry (1973) study, we presented the subjects with two other-generated passages: one consisted of random sentences, and the other was highly integrated. As a result, one passage could be encoded easily if the subject attended to the organization of the passage, but the other could not. Analogous to the Koh, Kayton, and Peterson (1976) study, we also ensured that all subjects encoded certain samples of speech by having them generate their own descriptive passages. Subjects were then asked to recall the selfand other-generated passages, and their memory for both the content of the passages and their level of organization was examined at recall. The Waters and Lomenick (1983) scale for organization of descriptive passages was used to complete the organization ratings. Finally, we completed a clinical assessment of thought disorder for all our patients using Andreasen's (1979a) Scale for the Assessment of Thought, Language, and Communication (TLC). To assess the relationship between clinical symptoms and our laboratory measures, we then related those clinical ratings of thought disorder to our indices of memory performance and discourse organization.
To summarize our research, memory and the level of organization present at recall for self-and othergenerated speech were examined across the levels of organization of the presented passages or that level of organization extant in the selfgenerated passage. These memory and organization variables were compared across subject samples and were then correlated with clinical measures of thought disorder. As a result, we believe that this investigation provides some content valid information about encoding and memory performance for the speech of schizophrenic and manic patients, as well as offering the possibility of gaining some insight into the relationship of these variables to clinical thought disorder.
Methods
Subjects. The psychiatric subjects were 24 schizophrenic patients and 20 manic patients selected from consecutive admissions to an acute care unit of a State psychiatric center. Ten normal control subjects were also assessed. Diagnostic information for the patient subjects was collected with a structured psychiatric interview, the Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia (SADS) (Spitzer, Endicott, and Robins 1978) , and diagnoses used current DSM-III criteria (American Psychiatric Association 1980 Task Description. In the laboratory testing session, subjects received two trials in each of the following three conditions, presented in a random order: listen-random passage, listen-organized passage, and selfgenerated passage. In the two listen conditions, subjects were asked to listen to a passage with the sequential presentation of 11 concepts describing a commonplace theme (e.g., shopping, a park). In the random passage condition, the 11 concepts were each the subject of a clause; the clauses were unrelated to each other, but all described some aspect of the general theme. The integrated passages, in contrast, were highly organized and were created to contain a level of organization rated as the highest possible according to the Waters and Lomenick (1983) rating system. In the self-generated condition, subjects were presented with an 11-word prompt set consisting of nouns related to the theme, which was written on the top; they were then asked to generate a passage to describe the theme using all the words (concepts) in their presented order. All subjects were told before the first trial that they would later be asked to recall the passages verbatim.
There were eight different 11-word by guest on November 4, 2016 http://schizophreniabulletin.oxfordjournals.org/ 254 SCHIZOPHRENIA BULLETIN prompt sets, three from Waters and Lomenick (1983) and five others generated with the procedures specified by Waters and Lomenick. Each set was written on a sheet of paper with all 11 words related to the theme of the set, which was written at the top. From each prompt set, we generated two passages in the format just described; one was highly integrated, and the other consisted of 11 random sentences. Each prompt word was used as the subject of a clause, and the passages in random and organized forms were matched for length. The prompt sets for the two random, two organized, and two self-generated passages were randomly assigned to each subject, and no subject was exposed to two different forms of the same 11-word set.
Procedure. Patients were approached within 10 days of their admission to acute treatment units at the State psychiatric center, and their participation was solicited. After informed consent was obtained, each subject was interviewed by a doctoral level psychologist or a trained graduate student. The interviewer first talked with the subject about any topic of interest to them for about 15 minutes, explicitly avoiding any discussion of symptoms or the reason for admission. This interview was tape-recorded and later used to assess clinical thought disorder. After completion of the open-topic interview, the interviewer completed the SADS. Nonpatient subjects were not interviewed with the SADS, but no one with a personal or family history of psychiatric care or hospitalization was tested.
Patient subjects were tested on the memory task by undergraduate assistants at a subsequent hospital visit, within a 3-day period. The normal control subjects were tested (Andreasen 1979a) ; 0 = absent, 4 = severe.
•Since we planned to use the thought disorder ratings for correlational analyses, we examined the distributions of thought disorder scores across the manic and schizophrenic samples. We found that the range of scores was Identical (0 to 3) and that the variances did not differ (F(23, 19) = .85).
in a laboratory at either the psychiatric center or at the State University of New York at Binghamton.
In the memory testing procedure, subjects were told that the investigators were interested in the subjects' ability to generate and recall story material. They were informed that they either would be asked to generate a series of passages describing certain everyday topics or would have such a passage read to them, after which they would be asked to recall the passage. In the two listen conditions, subjects were told, "We are going to read you a story about [title], and afterwards we will ask you to remember it." They were instructed to recall the passage verbatim, with all information in the order presented. They were further told that if they could not recall the passage, they should recall the main points. A 2-minute interval was allowed to elapse between the subjects' hearing the story and recall; that period was filled with unrelated conversation prompted by the tester. Subjects were allowed as long as they required to recall the passage, and their recall was tape-recorded.
In the self-generated condition, subjects were shown a list of 11 prompt words, with a title at the top of the sheet; they were instructed to generate a passage describing the titled theme using all 11 words in the order presented. The passages were tape-recorded for later examination. Recall instructions and procedures were identical to those for the othergenerated passages.
Organization Scale. The scale used to generate organization scores was developed by Waters and Lomenick (1983) . Those researchers wanted to define a hierarchical scale to measure the level of organization in descriptive passages. Ratings on the scale range from 1 (random collection of sentences) to 7 (completely organized) and are assigned on the basis of the presence and frequency of several elements of organization. These elements are, in order of their organizational importance, groupings of informational items, topic headings for the groupings, and interconnection of the topics with themes or related devices. Across several studies with diverse child and adult subject populations, Waters and Lomenick found that their scale met Guttman scale criteria for a consistently hierarchical scale. Furthermore, they reported that the reliability of the ratings on the 7-point scale was quite good, ranging from .82 to .95 across the three studies. Waters and Lomenick also reported that they believed that encoding performance, analogous to the subjective organization measures used to measure encoding for word list material, could be measured with the scale, since the normal adult subjects who produced the most organized passages produced the best recall. In our report we used the organization scores at recall as an index of how well subjects had encoded the material to be remembered, in the same fashion that Koh, Kayton, and Berry (1973) used subjective organization of the word lists to index how well subjects had encoded the lists.
Coding, Scoring, and Clinical Thought Disorder Ratings. All subjects' self-generated passages, as well as their recall performance, were transcribed from the tape recordings by undergraduate research assistants who were blind to the identities and diagnoses of the subjects. Two other undergraduate assistants generated the organization scores for all passages. These raters read the passages while they were blind to the identities of the subjects and all the experimental hypotheses. The order of the ratings of the passages was randomized between and within subjects. The interrater reliability was quite good, with agreement found to be 84 percent for the generated passages and 87 percent for the recall performance. Averaged ratings were compiled and used in the data analysis. At a later time, the same raters evaluated memory performance, which was scored as the number of the 11 presented concepts-each corresponding to a single prompt word-recalled in the same fashion as they were heard or generated (i.e., no credit was given for words recalled as homonyms or other parts of speech). Interrater reliability was 96 percent for ratings of memory performance.
Clinical thought disorder ratings were completed by two trained raters, a doctoral level psychologist and a graduate student who had no part in conducting the SADS interviews. The ratings were generated from listening to the 15-minute, open-topic interview collected before the SADS, with appropriate corrections as contained in the TLC's rating manual for the interview length. Each rater assigned a global thought disorder score from the TLC's 5-point (0 to 4) scale. Interrater reliability (kappa) was .77, and all cases of disagreement were resolved in favor of the more experienced rater.
Results
The individual data analyses for each aspect of the laboratory task performance are presented in the following sequence: recall performance; organization of selfgenerated passages; organization scores for recalled passages; and interrelationships of organization, memory, and thought disorder scores. Dependent variables for the analyses are presented in each section.
The dependent variables for the recall performance were the number of concepts, out of a possible 11, that were recalled by the subjects in each input condition. Means and standard deviations of these dependent variables are presented in table 2. The means and standard deviations for organization of the self-generated passages at generation and for the recall of all the passages are presented in table 3.
Since the task was designed to measure processes that were expected to be correlated with each other, and since there were three conditions that contained two of these ostensibly correlated dependent variables, the . At that point, the decision was made to examine the memory and organization scores separately across the three diagnostic groups and conditions. For the memory scores, a 3 (schizophrenic, manic, normal) X 3 (self-generated passage, listen-random passage, listen-organized passage) repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA), with the final factor repeated, was performed on the data. Significant main effects of diagnosis (F (2,51) = 22.85, p < .001) and condition (F (2,102) = 59.17, p < .001) were detected. Newman-Keuls followup tests were used to examine the results more closely. It was found that normal subjects performed better overall in their recall of the passages, while manics and schizophrenics performed more poorly than normals, but did not differ from each other. In addition, it was found that all subjects performed better in the generate condition than in the other two, which did not differ from each other. No interactions of the variables reached significance.
A 3 (diagnosis) X 3 (condition) repeated measures ANOVA, with the final factor repeated, was performed on the organization scores for the recalled passages. A significant twoway interaction of diagnosis X condition was detected (F (2,102) = 2.68, p < .05). A strategy of simple effects tests (Winer 1962) was used to interpret the interaction. To examine the differential performance of the three diagnostic groups across conditions, three one-way, simple effects tests were computed. Significant effects of diagnosis were found in all three conditions: selfgenerated passages (F (2,102) = 48.36, p < .001), other-generated integrated passages (F (2,102) -44.50, p < .001), and other-generated random passages (F (2,102) -17.58, p < .001). Newman-Keuls followup tests indicated that the same pattern of results was found in all conditions: normals performed better than manics and schizophrenics, who did not differ from each other. 1 In a further attempt to examine the interaction of diagnosis and condition, three one-way, simple effects tests were used to assess the level of recall organization by condition within each diagnostic group. For both the manic (F (2,102) 'A one-way ANOVA, with diagnosis as the factor, was used to compare the level of organization present in the subjects' self-generated passages. A significant effect of diagnosis was detected (F(2,51) -20.72, p< .001). Newman-Keuls followup tests indicated that normals produced more highly integrated passages than manics and schizophrenics, who did not differ. = 3.58, p < .05), and normal control subjects (F (2,102 -11.71, p < .01), significant effects of condition were found, although no significant effects of condition were found for the schizophrenic subjects (F (2,102 =-1.78, ns), indicating that level of organization at recall was unrelated to input condition. Newman-Keuls followup tests indicated that, for normal subjects, recall organization was significantly higher (p < .05) in both the selfgenerated and other-generated, integrated passage conditions than in the random passage condition. For the manics, recall organization of the integrated passages was significantly higher (p < .05) than that of the random passages, while the level of recall organization in the selfgenerated passages did not differ from either of the other two conditions.
Correlational Analyses. In this final analysis, all the memory and organization variables were interrelated and, for the two patient groups, correlated with the clinical thought disorder ratings. These intercorrelations were computed separately for each diagnostic group. The correlation matrix for the normals is presented in table 4, and the matrix VOL 12, NO 2, 1986 257 for the manics and schizophrenics is presented in table 5.
For the normal subjects, the level of organization present in the self-generated passages was significantly related both to organization present at recall and the memory performance of the subjects. The level of organization present at recall also was positively related to memory performance. Finally, the organization level at recall in the random story condition significantly predicted memory performance. In the schizophrenic sample, the level of organization present at generation of the stories was significantly related to organization levels at, and memory performance in, that same condition. It was also significantly related to the level of organization at recall in the integrated story condition. The level of organization present at recall in the self-generated story condition was significantly related to memory performance in that condition, as well as to the level of organization present at recall in the integrated story condition. Memory performance in the self-generated condition was related to organization and memory performance in both the other-generated story conditions. Organization at recall in the integrated story condition significantly predicted recall in that condition. No correlations between global TLC ratings of thought disorder and any laboratory variables were significant in the schizophrenic sample.
In the manic sample, organization present at generation in the selfgenerated story condition was significantly related to organization at recall but not to memory performance. The level of organization at output, however, was significantly related to organization at memory in both the othergenerated story conditions and to 1. Self-generated: Generation organization 2. Self-generated:
Recall organization 3. Self-generated:
Memory performance 4. Other-generated:
Integrated-recall organization 5. Other-generated Random-recall organization 6. Other-generated:
Integrated-memory 7. Other-generated:
Random-memory recall performance in the integrated story condition. Recall organization scores in the self-generated story condition were significantly related to memory performance in that condition and to organization scores at recall in the random story condition. Global scores on thought disorder were significantly related to memory scores in the self-generated story condition. To see whether this relationship was stronger than that between thought disorder and organization scores, partial correlations were computed between thought disorder and recall scores and thought disorder and recall organization scores, with each partial removing the effect of the alternative relationship. We found that the partial correlation between thought disorder and memory performance was significant when recall organization was removed (r (20) --.50, p < .05), but that the relationship between thought disorder and recall organization remained nonsignificant with the relationship between thought disorder and memory removed (r (20) = .17, p < .10). Finally, we computed the partial correlation between recall organization and memory in the selfgenerated condition, partialing the relationship between thought disorder and memory performance. The partial correlation was larger than the nonpartialed correlation and became significant (r (20) = .57, p < .05).
Discussion
In evaluating the results of the present investigation, it becomes evident that the normal subjects performed consistently better than both patient groups, generating more highly integrated stories, recalling more information in all conditions, and producing more highly organized stories at recall. The best predictor of the amount of information recalled by the normal subjects in both the 1. Self-generated: Generation organization 2. Self-generated:
Integrated-recall organization 5. Other-generated:
Random-recall organization 6. Other-generated:
Random-memory 8. Global thought disorder rating 'The data for the manlca are above the diagonal; the data for the schizophrenics are below •p < .05. self-generated and other-generated random story conditions was the level of organization of the recalled passage, as evidenced by the high correlations between recall organization and memory performance. From these results, we would infer that the level of encoding of the passage, as measured by the level of organization present at recall, predicted success in recall. In the other-generated, integrated condition, these correlations were nonsignificant, indicating perhaps a ceiling effect in recall, limiting the range of the correlations. An interesting aspect of the normals' informationprocessing performance was that they appeared to impose organization on the random stories, as evidenced by the higher level of organization at recall (m = 3.80) than at presentation (level = 1 ) . This increase in the level of story organization from external presentation to recall implies that normal subjects are likely to impose integrative structure on random sentences, in effect adding to the organization inherent in random information.
One final note on the normals' performance is related to the issue of convergent and divergent validity of the various conditions. We believe that the high correlations we consistently found between recall organization and memory performance within condition provide some evidence of convergent validity of the measures of encoding. The lack of cross-condition correlations between organization scores and recall performance (i.e., recall organizationother-generated random, memory performance-self-generated) provides some evidence of divergent validity across conditions in that there does not appear to be some general overriding ability that determines performance on all dependent variables in all conditions. Several cautions should be mentioned before presenting our interpretation of the data from our patient groups. First, the three task conditions were not equalized a priori for discriminating power. As a consequence, that alternative explanation for our findings cannot be completely discounted. Second, the generalized lack of differences between our manic and schizophrenic patient samples could possibly be interpreted as reflecting some general "psychotic" deficits in performance. We believe this interpretation may be in some way reasonable but wish to point out that the nonpsychotic schizophrenic subjects in the studies by Koh and colleagues manifested similar deficits in both encoding and memory performance.
In evaluating the performance of the schizophrenics in the present investigation, it does not appear that there are qualitative differences in their performance relative to the normal sample. The schizophrenics performed consistently more poorly than the normal subjects, although the pattern of correlations (i.e., organization at recall predicting memory performance) was similar to that of the normals. A possible interpretation of these data, therefore, is that the deficit in recall performance manifested by the schizophrenic patients was caused by less effective encoding on the part of these patients. This finding of a deficit in controlled aspects of information processing (i.e., encoding) is consistent with results from earlier investigations (e.g., Koh, Kayton, and Berry 1973; Koh, Kayton, and Peterson 1976; Oltmanns 1978; Harvey, in press) of schizophrenics' information processing.
There appear to be two components of encoding deficit manifested by the schizophrenics. The first is in the area of voluntary elaboration of information presented to them. For example, normals apparently imposed additional organization on random stories, while the schizophrenics failed to do so. When schizophrenics were forced to encode the organization in a story, such as when they generated a passage themselves in the present investigation or when they were required to perform an encoding task to criterion (Koh, Kayton, and Peterson 1976) , the relationship between successful encoding and memory performance was qualitatively similar to that in normals.
The second area of encoding deficit appears to be the extent to which incidental encoding tasks normalize schizophrenics' performance. In the present study, enforced encoding via self-generation of discourse passages failed to normalize recall performance. In the Koh, Kayton, and Peterson (1976) study, however, the semantic sorting task performed by the schizophrenic subjects resulted in normal-range recall of word lists. This difference in findings may be due to several different factors. First, in our investigation, there was no external criterion for successful encoding, and the extent of possible recall organization of the speech samples was self-determined in part by the extent of organization present at the generation of the passages. Second, our measure of organization was oriented toward the inherent organizational properties of descriptive passages in speech and may not exactly parallel measures of subjective organization in word lists, which were used to determine the level of encoding in the study by Koh, Kayton, and Peterson (1976) . Third, our subjects had only a single generation trial in which to encode the information in the passages, and the performance of Koh's subjects probably would not have been normalized after a single forced encoding trial. Finally, the differences between Koh's and our patient samples were relatively great; our older, lower-socioeconomic status, psychotic patients might have responded differently in the paradigm used by Koh, Kayton, and Peterson (1976) .
Finally, it is important to contrast the performance of the manic and schizophrenic samples. In general, the performance of the two groups did not differ on many of the discourse organization and memory dependent variables. The only appreciable performance difference was that the schizophrenic patients did not have an increase in effective encoding in the integrated story condition relative to random stories, probably reflecting a differential inability to use external encoding cues. The manics, in contrast, had significantly higher recall organization scores in the integrated story than in the random story conditions, although they did not differ from the schizophrenics on a between-group basis.
Conclusion
We believe that the correlational analyses provided interesting insights into how clinical thought disorder may be differentially related to performance in the two patient samples. In interpreting these analyses, however, it is important to acknowledge the possibility of artifactual correlations and to regard our conclusions as rather speculative. First of all, organization at recall in the self-generated condition was appreciably less related to memory performance for the manics than for the schizophrenics, suggesting that either different memory processes were operating in the manic patients or that some factor intervened between encoding and recall in those patients to impair performance. We suggest that the correlation between thought disorder and recall may explain these data. Even when the relationship between thought disorder and encoding was partialed out, the correlation between thought disorder and recall deficits remained significant. We believe that clinical thought disorder in manics may interfere with accurate recall at a postencoding level, even though it did not appear to interfere with encoding itself. Further evidence for this interpretation is contained in the fact that when the influence of clinical thought disorder was partialed, recall organization significantly predicted memory performance.
If this is indeed correct, we could interpret the data as indicating that we have found that clinical symptoms were related differentially to memory performance in manic and schizophrenic patients. The implication is that thought disorder in schizophrenia is unrelated to both encoding and memory performance, while thought disorder in mania may by guest on November 4, 2016 http://schizophreniabulletin.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from 260 SCHIZOPHRENIA BULLETIN interfere with memory performance at a postencoding level. There has been a discrepancy in findings to date in the area of the relationship of clinical thought disorder and memory and information-processing performance. For example, some earlier investigators have reported that certain deficits in information processing were unrelated to clinical state in schizophrenia (Asarnow and MacCrimmon 1981; Harvey, et al. 1981; Frame and Oltmanns 1982; Neale, Oltmanns, and Harvey 1985) , while some other data suggest a relationship between clinical thought disorder and other types of information-processing deficits (Oltmanns, Ohayon, and Neale 1979; Manschreck, Maher, and Rucklos 1981; Harvey, in press ).
Another interpretation of the differential correlation between global thought disorder ratings and psychological deficits in our two patient samples is that thought disorder in schizophrenia is more heterogeneous than in mania. For example, Pogue-Geile and Harrow (1984) reported that there are several orthogonal symptoms within negative thought disorder (Andreasen 1979b ) alone, with negative thought disorder being only a component of global thought disorder. In contrast, our own research (Harvey, Earle-Boyer, and Wielgus 1984; Walker and Harvey, in preparation) has indicated that manics are more likely than schizophrenics to manifest only positive thought disorder and that positive thought disorder is most highly correlated with informationprocessing deficits. The implication is that a more specific assessment of thought disorder in our subjects may have revealed differential relationships between positive and negative thought disorders and performance on our measures. We believe that later researchers would do well to go beyond correlation of deficits and diagnoses and to correlate laboratory performance and clinical symptomatology. In the case of thought disorder, it also appears that a correlation between specific thought disorders and laboratory deficits would be even more informative and useful.
